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Food for thought !

On Ash Wednesday we began our solemn journey to Easter with the rather beautiful and
Solemn ritual of Ash Wednesday. There is something very spiritually satisfying and
cleansing about the purple drapes and the signing of the cross on our foreheads with ash ,
and the chance to dedicate the next six weeks to think more deeply about our faith in
God and what it means to us. Fortunately the service was on Zoom for those of us who
could not manage to be physically present, not as satisfying as actually being there but at
least enabling us to take part.
God himself means many things to most of us :He is our friend in times of need ,our
Redeemer as he forgives our short comings and God and King high above all who we will
one day meet face to face. Something that maybe we don’t think about very often amid
the busyness of life. God is in fact an immense and glorious mystery to us , and when we
do put our minds to serious thoughts about Him it almost hurts to stretch our minds to
try to contemplate the immensity that is God.
Lent gives us the chance to contemplate all these things. We can use a good book with
thoughts for each day : Bread for the Journey is a favourite one by Henri J Nouwen. We
can use a little book of prayer, a deep thinking weighty book, or just something simple that
we can think about at odd moments. It really doesn’t matter except that we do it !
Lent also gives us the chance to give a little bit more . Maybe like me you have direct
debits going out to your favourite charities, but in Lent we have the chance to offer a bit
more to those in need, by our prayers of course especially for the people of the Ukraine
and those in desperate need , but practically too. There will be a collection for the Food
Bank in a box in the Narthex to help feed those locally in need. Lent really focuses our
Faith in God and His love for all people, and encourages us to enjoy the closeness of God
as our friend and our Redeemer, but also to extend that love out into the community
around us.
And then there is the chance to fast or at least refrain from some of those treats that
have become a habit. Why not use the money spent on them for some food to put in the
box ?
Whatever you choose to do this Lent , may it be a time of closeness to God, and a chance
to make the forty days of Lent a special time. We think about Jesus as he fasted in the
wilderness after his baptism , a time when he resisted the devils temptations and fasted
and prayed about his future ministry and His road to the cross. Lent is solemn, but the
word solemn, means celebration as well as formal, impressive, and serious. In other words
something very special! May your Lent be very special with our Lord. !
Faith Smith ( Reader)
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